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An introduction to Biophoton Physics
(Thanks to the life-time work of F.A.Popp PhD)

Each cell in our body emits light. This light is 
highly structured (coherent) and 
communicates with the neighbouring cells 
inside the body and organisms and life outside 
the body. It carries unlimited amounts of 
information bi-directionally – informing other 
cells and organisms and carrying their 
information back to its own origin in the 
DNA. Every cell in our body is at any time 
informed about the state of every other cell. 
Popp, Fritz-Albert, Qiao Gu, and Ke-Hsueh Li. "Biophoton emission: 
Experimental background and theoretical approaches." Modern Physics 
Letters B 8.21n22 (1994): 1269-1296.



Biophoton physics
� Healthy cells emit coherent light

Coherent light is polarized and “squeezed”. Popp, Fritz-Albert, et al. 
"Evidence of non-classical (squeezed) light in biological systems." Physics letters A
293.1-2 (2002): 98-102.
Coherent light is also frequency and amplitude modulated, also 
modulated by constructive and destructive interferences

� Unhealthy cells and tissues emit non-coherent light - or none 
at all Popp, Fritz-Albert. "Essential differences between coherent and non-
coherent effects of photon emission from living organisms." Biophotonics. Springer, 
Boston, MA, 2005. 109-124.

� With ART we can accurately detect the status of 
coherence/non-coherence in any body area, based on the 
most measurable aspect of coherence: polarization 

� This allows us to detect illness at very early stages or 
significant details of illness in later stages  - something not 
possible with conventional methods and thinking

� Popp, Fritz-Albert. "On the coherence of ultraweak photon-emission from living 
tissues." Disequilibrium and self-organisation. Springer, Dordrecht, 1986. 207-230.



Physics of Light

Physics of light: amplitude (or strength)



Physics of Light: biophotons are both frequency(FM)-
and amplitude modulated (AM)

Physics of light: wavelength



Physics of light: constructive interference
If an antidote for a toxin tests well, but adding a second antidote 
increases the yin or yang state, this second item is in constructive 
interference with the first item

Both waves are “in phase”- both have the same frequency and the top and 
bottom of the curves coincide in time and space 



Physics of light: destructive interference
When an indicator muscle changes its strength after a toxin is 
introduced, and it changes back to its original strength: this toxin is the 
perfect anti-toxin. The same applies for pathogens and anti-microbials.

Same frequency, same time and space, waveforms are a mirror image of each 
other - precondition for coherent state



ART testing of biophoton emissions (stimulated with acupuncture):                          
making the long wavelengths visible with thermography (stomach meridian) 
Schlebusch, Klaus-Peter, Walburg Maric-Oehler, and Fritz-Albert Popp. "Biophotonics in 
the infrared spectral range reveal acupuncture meridian structure of the body." Journal of 
Alternative & Complementary Medicine 11.1 (2005): 171-173.



When life dies, 
light leaves the organism



RD I  Regulation Diagnostics

Diagnostics starting a few days before the passing of a patient with a gliablastoma
"Hypothesis about brilliant lights by bioluminescent photons in near death 
experiences." Medical hypotheses 79.1 (2012): 47-49. Bókkon, István, and Vahid Salari. 



Professor Fritz-Albert Popp, PhD

� The spiral shape of the DNA is 
an ideal light storage 
arrangement, because through 
rhythmic contractions it can 
store and emit light 

� The DNA works together with 
a hierarchy of other light active 
molecules and forms the 
network of the “light 
metabolism”

� Bischof, Marco. "Biophotons—the light 
in our cells." Journal of Optometric 
Phototherapy (2005).



Biophoton Physics

� There is a coherent field of low-intensity light emissions inside 
the cell

� Coupling and interference of the individual cell-fields form a 
common shared field in which the entire organism is embedded 
and orchestrates all the functions of life

� The all-connected microtubulin mesh that fills every structure 
in the body and inside each cell is designed as antennae for the 
reception or broadcasting of these signals
Ostovari, Mohsen, Abolfazl Alipour, and Alireza Mehdizadeh. "Entanglement between 
bio-photons and Tubulins in brain: implications for memory storage and information 
processing." NeuroQuantology 12.3 (2014).
Enaki, N. A., Koroli, V. I., Bazgan, S., Nistreanu, A., Palistrant, S., Bogoev, D., ... & Patel, S. (2016). 
Quantum information processes in protein microtubules of brain neurons. In 3rd International 
Conference on Nanotechnologies and Biomedical Engineering (pp. 245-249). Springer, Singapore.

� The central storage container and transmitter of this coherent 
biophoton emission in the cell is the DNA



Biophoton Field



Biophoton emissions of the cell
� DNA sends biophotons to be received by tubulin (most abundant in nerve 

cells)
� When a cell loses its coherence (the ability to create, send or receive 

coherent light), the physical tissue involved becomes dysfunctional or ill
� Any structure or tissue that is injured or ill loses its coherent light emissions
� The more unwell a tissue, the more incoherent the biophoton emissions
� The summation of the light emissions of all cells and tissues creates a common 

shared field (biofield) using all physical properties of biophotons: wavelength, 
amplitude, scatter, spin, constructive and destructive interference, squeezing, 
polarization and coherence

� This common shared field carries the information and memory of all events 
the organism has been exposed to and is able to access the past, the future and 
any location in the universe (aspects of “squeezed light”)

� Acupuncture points and autonomic centers are both specialized light-emitting 
and light-receiving transmitters

It is possible with ART to determine:
◦ - which tissues have lost their coherence
◦ - why they lost it
◦ - what is needed to restore it



Physics of light: multiple planes of polarization 
(chaotic, ambient light vs coherent light)

"Properties of biophotons and their theoretical implications." Indian Journal of 
Experimental Biology; Vol 41 (5) 2003: Popp, Fritz-Albert



Physics of light: the function of the 
polarization filter



RD I  Regulation Diagnostics

The linear-polarisation filter (“Polfilter“)

The Tools

The Polfilter allows the detection of areas 
of the body that have lost their ability 
to polarize light (loss of coherence)



Physics of light: 90-degree angle of 
2 linear polarization filters



The Polarization Filter

� Any healthy living organism emits highly polarized light
� Light is polarized and emitted in billions of planes parallel to each other 

(without touching) and aligned with the the long axis of the body. In the 
healthy state the planes are in a sagittal direction. But similar to the 
movements of a windshield wiper, the planes pulsate clockwise and 
counter clockwise at very high speed.  The mathematical middle is seen 
in the picture by Alex Grey, but with ART we can also detect the width 
of the oscillations (opening angle)

� When a cell, group of cells, or organ is disturbed in its health, the 
polarization angle changes, or if things get worse, we cannot find an 
open angle. The initial distortion can be clockwise or counterclockwise

� Chakras exist, but emit light whose plane twists as it leaves the body
� The polarization angle can be measured with a special linear polfilter
� The polfilter is a piece of glass imprinted with millions of parallel metal 

non light-conductive bars, which only allows light through in millions 
of parallel planes (where the markings are)



RD I  Regulation Diagnostics

Signal Enhancer (SE)

The SE is a photo-amplifier and enhances the bio-photon emission and 
field of any substance placed on it. It eliminates all clinically non-relevant 
lower frequencies. (strong force, weak force, lower frequencies of the 
electromagnetic field) 
In ART we evaluate nutrients for their ultimate task – to feed the system 
with active alive biophotons. Popp, Fritz-Albert, and Jinzhu Zhang. "Mechanism of 
interaction between electromagnetic fields and living organisms." SCIENCE IN CHINA SERIES C 
LIFE SCIENCES-ENGLISH EDITION- 43.5 (2000): 507-518.

Two SEs will resonate with each other (proton resonance – they “talk” 
to each other) if they are connected via ambient room light (if they are 
in the same room).  Placing a substance on one, the other behaves as if 
the substance is also placed on it. The transfer of information is bi-
directional. 



The Signal Enhancer (SE) in ART 

� The signal enhancer (SE) is made from a special high-grade plastic material 
with a pure perfect crystalline molecular lattice structure. 

� We owe the scientific work and discoveries that facilitated this development to 
the late Dr. Alexander Rossaint

� This way it amplifies but does not distort the light waves coming from the body
Properties:
◦ Any substance placed on the SE in the vicinity of the body is perceived by 

the biological system as strong as if it would already have been ingested –
and metabolized!

◦ If several SEs are in the same room, connected via the ambient room light, 
they communicate or “resonate” with each other. 

◦ Substances can be tested on an SE that is physically quite far away from the 
client as long as a second SE is close to his/her body

◦ The SE also amplifies the signal from a distressed structure in the client’s 
body

◦ Using the signal enhancer, the signal is perceived by the entire biofield
◦ The SE can be used in conjunction with a polarization filter to assess and 

measure the client’s light field (aura)



Advantages of using the SE in ART

� Allows the practitioner to get a much clearer, “enhanced” signal from the 
substance; the difference between strong and weak arm is much clearer

� Test substances (slides, ampoules, etc.) do not become contaminated with 
patient residues over time 

� The plate can convert subtle signals, such as the pictures from a pathology 
book or a tiny amount of a dental material, into clear, clean and correct 
muscle testing responses

� The test kits can stay far enough away from the patient to not interfere with 
the diagnostic ART scan, and can be reached with the plate without having 
to move the test kit

� Dr. Rossaint developed a special use for the instrument. He observed that 
when during the entire testing sequence of the client a dropper bottle with 
alcohol and water is placed on the plate that this bottle gathers the 
information worked up about this client during the exam and treatment. It 
becomes the perfect remedy for this patient at this particular time.



The SE as Sender/Receiver Unit

� We work with 2 SEs: 
◦ One is placed on the exam table just above the head of the 

client

◦ The other in the area of the treatment room where the test 
kits are (near the kits)

◦ The one by the client’s head functions as a receiver, the other as a 
transmitter

◦ The diagnostic items are placed on the transmitter SE.   The 
signal will be broadcast to the receiver SE and from there to 
the client’s biofield



Assessing Open or Blocked Regulation 

� If the filter is placed on the SE and the SE is in close 
vicinity to the client’s body, we found the following 
phenomena:
◦ If the filter is placed with the grid parallel to the long axis of 

the client’s body, a strong arm should go weak. This indicates 
open regulation. When placed on the SE, the polfilter measures 
the summation of all emitted light fields in the body.
◦ The opening angle should be around 170 degrees, the 

polarization angle (mid- axis) should be 0 degrees. Any 
deviations from this indicate pathology.  
◦ The first interventions during a treatment should establish 

the 0-axis and normal opening angle
◦ Any substance or intervention that worsens these 

parameters worsens the patient’s health; any intervention 
that improves the parameters also improves the client’s 
health



We call the sum of the angles in both clockwise and counterclockwise direction the 
opening angle (in the healthy state about 170 degrees). If the opening angle is 
constricted, there is dysfunction.  Asymmetry indicates switching



The polarization angle is found by measuring the opening angle and finding the 
mean. It should be parallel to the long axis of the body or tissue in question (0 
degrees). Any deviation indicates switching or other pathology. 



Some Applications Using the Polfilter

� Medication and food allergy testing
◦ Open regulation
◦ Correct Switching
◦ Place polfilter on the edge of the opening angle 

(80 degrees in clockwise rotation). In this position the 
arm should still just test weak before becoming strong 
at 90 degrees. Any substance placed on the SE that 
decreases the opening angle (arm becomes strong) 
is bad for the client
◦ This test usually eliminates most supplements a client 

brings in for testing, many foods and some 
medications. The results often lead to dramatic 
improvements in the client’s health.



A new theory of the “muscle testing phenomenon”: 

The health of the system and the health of it’s 
sub-systems (organs, joints, teeth, glands, 
etc.) determine the degree of coherence in 
the system , which is reflected in the quantity, 
amplitude and quality of biophotons -
traveling inside the axons of the neurons. 
This in turn determines the organizational 
level of the tissue water (G.Pollack: “The 
4thPhase of Water), the strength of the 
muscles tested, the tension of the fascia, 
tissue turgor, heart rate variability, metabolic 
activity and it’s indicators (lab work) - and 
even the EEG pattern.



Neurons are channels for light, not just electric cables
Journal of Photochemistry and Photobiology B: Biology
Volume 139, 5 October 2014, Pages 71-75
Biophoton signal transmission and processing in the brain
RendongTangJiapeiDai

Highlights
� Debates over neural signal transmission and processing are addressed.
� Cell to cell communication by biophotons has been found in different organisms.
� Biophotons transmit along never fibers or in neural circuits.
� Biophotons play an important role in neural signal transmission and processing.
� Biophotonic transmission and processing may be executed by quantum computation.

Abstract
The transmission and processing of neural information in the nervous system plays a key role in 
neural functions. It is well accepted that neural communication is mediated by bioelectricity and 
chemical molecules via the processes called bioelectrical and chemical transmission, respectively. 
Indeed, the traditional theories seem to give valuable explanations for the basic functions of the 
nervous system, but difficult to construct general accepted concepts or principles to provide 
reasonable explanations of higher brain functions and mental activities, such as perception, learning 
and memory, emotion and consciousness. Therefore, many unanswered questions and debates over 
the neural encoding and mechanisms of neuronal networks remain. Cell to cell communication by 
biophotons, also called ultra-weak photon emissions, has been demonstrated in several plants, 
bacteria and certain animal cells. Recently, both experimental evidence and theoretical 
speculation have suggested that biophotons may play a potential role in neural signal 
transmission and processing, contributing to the understanding of the high functions of 
nervous system. In this paper, we review the relevant experimental findings and discuss the possible 
underlying mechanisms of biophoton signal transmission and processing in the nervous system.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10111344
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10111344/139/supp/C
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1011134413002881
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/biophotonics


Metals commonly found in ANS ganglia

The Tubulin Network inside and outside our neurons is a fiberoptic network 
communicating information at the speed of light (yellowish tubes inside nerve). It is 
also a railroad system to transport nutrients, toxins and pathogens (retrograde 
axonal transport)



Biophoton activity is directly related to our metabolism and can be used diagnostically
Neuroscience Research
Volume 34, Issue 2, July 1999, Pages 103-113
In vivo imaging of spontaneous ultraweak photon emission from a rat’s brain 
correlated with cerebral energy metabolism and oxidative stress
MasakiKobayashiaMotohiroTakedaaTomooSatoaYoshihikoYamazakibKenyaKanekobKen-
IchiItobHiroshiKatobHumioInabaac

Living cells spontaneously emit ultraweak light during the process of metabolic 
reactions associated with the physiological state. The first demonstration of two-
dimensional in vivo imaging of ultraweak photon emission from a rat’s brain, using 
a highly sensitive photon counting apparatus, is reported in this paper. It was found 
that the emission intensity correlates with the electroencephalographic activity 
that was measured on the cortical surface and this intensity is associated with the 
cerebral blood flow and hyperoxia. To clarify the mechanism of photon emission, 
intensity changes from whole brain slices were examined under various conditions. 
The removal of glucose from the incubation medium suppressed the photon 
emission, and adding 50 mM potassium ions led to temporal enhancement of 
emission and subsequent depression. Rotenone (20 μM), an inhibitor of the 
mitochondrial electron transport chain, increased photon emission, indicating 
electron leakage from the respiratory chain. These results suggest that the photon 
emission from the brain slices originates from the energy metabolism of the inner 
mitochondrial respiratory chain through the production of reactive oxygen. 
Imaging of ultraweak photon emission from a brain constitutes a novel method, 
with the potential to extract pathophysiological information associated with neural 
metabolism and oxidative dysfunction of the neural cells.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01680102
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01680102/34/2
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168010299000401
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/in-vivo
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/hyperoxia
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/brain-slice
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/glucose
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/rotenone
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/electron-transport-chain
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/reactive-oxygen-species
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/nervous-system-cell


Straight arm test:  A group muscle-test combining 
shoulder girdle muscles . We refer to the arm or muscle used in 
the test as Indicator Muscle (IM)

Patient or “in-between-
person” position:

• Lying down: client flexes arm 90°
• Standing : client or in-between person 

offers the straight arm so that the wrist 
is at the height of the practitioner’s hara

Practitioner contact: 
• Pushes non-dominant arm of client

with her/his dominant arm 
• Foot/leg of the practitioner is

forward on same side where the
pushing arm is

Practitioner must be diligent in not 
allowing patient to recruit biceps by 
bending elbow.

Patient resists therapist’s exponentially increasing force and tries to match the 
force with exponentially increasing counterpressure



The stress response that is used in ART is sensed, organised and 
expressed by the biofield of the entire organism and the field of each 
individual cell

It is most visibly expressed by the autonomic nervous system (ANS) 

4 components of the ANS :

•  Central (CNS) regulation of the ANS - brain and spinal cord
•  Sympathetic nervous system (SNS) - “fight or flight” response 
•  Parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) - “rest and digest” response
•  Enteric nervous system (ENS) - directly controls the GI tract

Anatomy and Physiology of the Biofield



The Autonomic Nervous System



Sympathetic skin sensors → sympathetic ganglia → spinal cord → brainstem → limbic 
system → hypothalamus → brainstem → spinal cord → autonomic ganglia → sympathetic 
fibers → muscle spindle of the test muscle.

Parasympathetic skin sensors → parasympathetic fibers or ganglia in the 
blood vessels of hand, pelvis or brain or ganglia in the gut wall and other internal organs → 
spinal cord → vagus ganglia near ear → brainstem → limbic system → from here arousal 
of sympathetic and parasympathetic nuclei in hypothalamus and brainstem → down going 
signals in sympathetics to muscle spindles as above (responsible for muscle-testing 
phenomena)

The ANS is largely unmyelinated and in addition to the better known physiologic functions 
a 6th sense – an energetic radar system that is constantly scanning its environment with its 
light field for dangers – many feet away from the body. 
In most parts of the body the acupuncture points (sympathetics of the skin) are the 
only sensors of the ANS, in the face, pelvis and hands also the PNS innervated regions.

The ANS: SNS and PNS are biophoton skin sensors



Muscle Testing Skills
(essential to practice these for accurate results)

� Honesty: 

At first there may be patients you can’t test.  Move to another muscle (legs, etc.) or just 
admit it and don’t use kinesiology diagnostically that day.  
Secondly, don’t anticipate or want a desired reaction.  If you’re anticipating, the patient will 
suspect your lack of neutrality and may begin to distrust you.

� Strength

Err on the side of testing a little too hard at first until you feel a good “lock” or engagement 
of the muscle through contraction.

� Trust
Of course it is difficult at first to trust yourself and your findings when your skills are still 
developing.  But as you improve, trust what you find based on your history and clinical exam 
findings.  

� Assertive:
Take the time to position yourself and position the patient exactly.  Patiently correct the 
patient over and over if s/he tries to recruit/cheat.  Say “hold” or “resist” assertively.

� Precise:

Follow the rules and have the courage to take the time to obtain an accurate test.



Timing is something that usually develops fairly quickly with 
practice.  At first, however, say “hold” or “resist” approximately 
1/2 second before beginning to push on the patient’s muscle.
The test pressure is gradually increased in a logarithmic way 
until the maximum is reached. This should take no longer then 1-
2 seconds. When the maximum point is reached, the pressure is 
released. The client matches the increase in pressure with the 
perfect counterpressure = destructive interference. ART is not a 
test of strength – it’s a dynamic test.

The ART 
Pressure Curve

ART I – Autonomic Response TestingKlinghardt Institute



Indirect vs Direct Testing

� Indirect vs. Direct Testing:
Dr. Omura has shown that the indirect method, using a person inbetween
practitioner and client, is more reliable and more sensitive than the direct 
method.

� Advantages of Indirect Testing:
Indirect testing (using a surrogate) allows easy testing of children or 
severely ill people who do not understand or who are too weak to give 
a clear weak or strong arm.  With indirect testing you (the tester) are 
less likely to pick up your own issues in the patient.

� Disadvantages of Indirect Testing:
Indirect testing involves a third person.  In a practical setting this can 
be expensive to staff and there are many times when it is just not 
possible to have a third person present.



Transference and Countertransference

� Big egos and big energies in the room can strongly influence testing

� Family or friends standing nearby with strong belief systems can also 
distort testing

� Sometimes after patients it is good to clear the energy out of the room

� Do not be afraid to ask someone to step out of the room or to step back 
and check your own beliefs regarding this patient


